
Urgent Call for
Volunteers: We Needs
Your Help!
Dear JCCC Volunteers,

I hope this email finds you well. We're reaching out to you because
we're in need of additional volunteers for our upcoming
event, Bazaar.

While we've received fantastic support from volunteers like yourself,
we currently have specific positions that still need to be filled to
ensure the smooth running of the event. Your assistance in these
areas would be greatly appreciated!

Here are the specific positions where we need additional help:

May 3rd (Prep day)

Sorting and labelling donations : Volunteers will be assisting
the other group volunteers with sort, labelling and carrying
boxes. This position includes heavy lifting.
Kitchen assistance: Volunteers will help to crop vegetables and
other indigents needed for the event day.

May 4th (On the day of event)

Sushi helper- Rice station : We will be making 500 sushi rolls!
Volunteer requires people to weigh out rice portions for the
sushi rolling and deliver them to individual sushi rollers.
Sushi helper- Cutting and packaging : We will be making 500
sushi rolls! Volunteers with some experience cutting maki-sushi
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is preferred, but not required. Volunteers cut completed sushi
rolls and inari sushi and then package them for sale.
Sushi helper- Sushi roller : We will be making 500 sushi rolls!
Volunteers for sushi rolling must be experienced in making
maki-sushi.
Food server: Server Volunteers are responsible for taking
orders, picking up food from the food stations and delivering
food items to the tables. Volunteer with past experience
preferred.

 

While I have you, I also would like to mention our upcoming
volunteer opportunities that have just been posted!

1. Hayato Sumino Piano Recital – May 9th (6:00pm -10pm)
2. Gift packaging Volunteers for Toronto Japanese Film

Festival – May 6th (1pm – 4pm )

 

If you're available and willing to lend a hand in any of these roles,
register via Volunteer Hub or contact Izumi at volunteer@jccc.on.ca

Thank you in advance for considering this opportunity to volunteer
with us!

Warm regards,

Izumi Kusaka | Volunteer CooRdinator

Japanese Canadian Cultural Centre

6 Sakura Way | Toronto Ontario, M3C 1Z5

416-441-2345 ext. 235 | izumik@jccc.on.ca | www.jccc.on.ca
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